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Introduction

1.1

The Rise of the Extreme Right and the Transformation of Western European Policy Spaces

Over the last three decades, parties of the “radical”, “populist” or “extreme”
right have become an almost ubiquitous feature of Western European party
systems. During this “third wave” (Beyme, 1988) of radical right mobilisation,
preexisting parties modified their ideological profiles (e. g. the Austrian Freedom
Party, the Swiss People’s Party, the Scandinavian Progress Parties), and many
more completely new parties emerged. While some of them were nothing more
than a flash in the pan (e. g. New Democracy in Sweden, see Taggart 1996),
others found more durable electoral support. As of today, almost all Western
European political systems had to adjust (at least for a couple of years) to
sustained Extreme Right mobilisation.
Initially, many observers interpreted these developments as a throwback to
the Extreme Right’s inter-war onslaught on democracy (e.g. Prowe, 1994). But
soon it became clear that the more successful amongst these parties departed in a
crucial way from the political stances of the interwar extreme right movements
and parties. Following the highly successful strategy of the French National
Front (Rydgren, 2005), they abandoned biological racism, hyper-nationalism,
and open hostility towards liberal democracy and instead made immigration
(or more specifically the influx of non-West Europeans into Europe) their main
issue. For that reason, some authors branded the emerging new party family simply as “anti-immigrant” (e.g. Fennema, 1997; Fennema and Pollmann,
1998; van der Brug, Fennema and Tillie, 2000; Bjørklund and Andersen, 2002;
Gibson, 2002; Boomgaarden and Vliegenthart, 2007; Art, 2011), whereas others
disputed the “single-issue thesis” (Mitra, 1988; Mudde, 1999) or argued for a
more nuanced classification of subtypes (e. g. Kitschelt, 1995; Fennema, 1997;
Mudde, 2007).
This is certainly not the right space to re-open the (largely fruitless) “war of
words” (Mudde, 1996) that dominated the scholarly debate in the 1990s. Today,
most scholars working in the field agree on a set of stylised facts that can be
summarised as follows:
• While there are important differences amongst the “new” parties on the
right in terms of their political traditions, policy positions, and general
political style, these parties also display important similarities that set
them apart from the Centre Right. Therefore, they should be grouped
into a single (if very heterogeneous) party family.
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• While some of these parties harbour extremists and many of them are
highly critical of single aspects of liberal democracy (most prominently
minority protection), very few of them pursue a transition to authoritarian
rule.
• Therefore, “Radical” or “Extreme” (as opposed to extremist) Right are
convenient shorthands for this party family.1
• Immigration of non-western European people into Western Europe is not
the only, but the single most important issue for all members of this party
family. Mobilisation against immigrants and immigration is crucial for
their electoral success.
Moreover, there is broad agreement that the rise of the Extreme Right
presents politicians in Western Europe with a set of formidable challenges. First
and foremost, their electoral success raised important questions of legitimacy.
Did a vote for the Extreme Right indicate a more general lack of trust in the
elites, or even a rejection of the democratic system? Was there reason to fear
new “shadows over Europe” (Schain, Zolberg and Hossay, 2002), i. e. a return
to the confrontational and often violent politics of the 1920s and 1930s? Should
the existing parties engage in a dialog with their challengers or just ignore them?
Second, like the emergence of Green and Left-Libertarian parties, the rise
of the New Right signalled a fundamental change in the patterns of party competition and co-operation in most Western European countries. For much of
the postwar period, party competition in Western Europe was chiefly organised
along a single left-right axis that largely reflected conflicts about economic redistribution (Fuchs and Klingemann, 1989; van der Brug, 1999). However, both
issues of the “New Politics” and matters of citizenship and immigration were not
primarily perceived as economic problems and were therefore not easily aligned
with the old left-right-conflict. Consequently, two or three dimensions are required to reconstruct the policy spaces of most Western European democracies
(Kitschelt, 1994, 1995; Warwick, 2002; Cole, 2005; Bornschier, 2010), making
party competition more complex and equilibria less likely.2
Third, and perhaps closest to the hearts of politicians, the zero-sum nature
of electoral competition implies that the emergence of a new party family will
bring about losses for existing parties in terms of votes, seats and eventually
even ministerial portfolios. But which parties would suffer most?

1.2

Competition between Centre Left and Extreme Right
Parties

From the party family’s moniker, one might be tempted to assume that the
Centre Right had most to lose from the emergence of the Extreme Right, at least
if voters primarily care about issues: In a classical Downsian (1957) perspective,
demand for right-wing policies is fixed at least in the short- and medium term,
and – depending on party positions and voters’ ideal points – the entry of a new
competitor would significantly reduce the vote share of the Centre Right parties.
1I

will treat these two terms as interchangeable through the remainder of this chapter.
a slightly different account of these developments see van der Brug and van Spanje
(2009), who claim that European parties’ actual policy proposal can still be arranged on a
single vector even though parties and voters operate in a two-dimensional space.
2 For
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If voters behave in line with a directional model (Merrill and Grofman, 1999),
the outlook for the Centre Right is even starker, as voters who disagree with
their radical policies may still vote for the Extreme Right for tactical reasons.
Aggregate trends of electoral support of electorate support in 16 Western
European countries from the six decades since the end of World War II seem
to corroborate these arguments: While support for the right as a whole3 has
been largely stable, Christian democratic parties have on average lost about five
percentage points of their electorate support while the Far Right could increase
their share of the vote by almost seven points (Gallagher, Laver and Mair, 2011,
301).
Accordingly, much of the political and academic debate has focused on the
negative implications that the rise of these parties has had for Conservative,
Christian Democratic, Liberal, and Agrarian/Centre parties (e.g. Mair, 2001,
71).4 But Green/New left parties are perhaps the only ones not affected by
the Extreme Right’s ascendancy, as these party families appeal to very different
demographics and occupy diametrically opposed positions in Western European
policy spaces.5
Taking a more analytical approach, Kitschelt (1994, 1995) argued almost 20
years ago that a shift of the “main axis of partisan competition” was underway
that would pit the New Left against the Extreme Right and present the Social
Democratic/Centre Left parties with a conundrum: They would lose many of
their more liberal voters to the parties of the New Left because they did not
adequately represent the issues of the “New Politics” (Flanagan and Lee, 2003).
At the same time, the Extreme Right would seize a sizable fraction of the
working class vote, because the Centre Left had allegedly lost touch with their
traditional voter base Bale (2003, 70-74).
But why would working class voters turn to the Extreme Right? Historically, support for the post-war Extreme Right had chiefly come from the “petty
bourgeoisie” of artisans, small shop-keepers and farmers that made up the lower
strata of the middle classes. This constituency was authoritarian and staunchly
anti-communist/anti-socialist.
Working class voters, on the other hand, were often embedded in a network
of trade unions and similar intermediate organisations, held strong preferences
for redistribution, and were firmly attached to traditional left parties. Even if
many voters (and some of the rank-and-file members) of these parties expressed
a healthy degree of working-class authoritarianism (Lipset, 1959), elites and
opinion leaders within the traditional working classes were firmly committed
to principles of equality and international solidarity. Therefore, the idea of a
large-scale swing from the Centre Left to the Extreme Right would have looked
rather far-fetched three or four decades ago.
Through twin processes of de-alignment (Dalton, Flanagan and Beck, 1984)
and social change (Crouch, 1999), however, swathes of the (non-traditional)
working class have become available for other parties than the traditional left.
3 Gallagher, Laver and Mair subsume five party families under this label: Christian democrats, Conservatives, Liberals, Agrarian and Centre parties, and the Far Right.
4 Other authors, however, have highlighted the strategic opportunities that the rise of the
new party family may present for the right as a whole if and when the Extreme Right can be
brought into a coalition (Bale, 2003).
5 Consequently, the rise of the Extreme Right has sometimes been framed as a “silent
counter-revolution” (Ignazi, 1992) against the growing influence of the New Left and their
post-materialist electoral base.
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Figure 1: Kitschelt’s 1995 view of Western European party systems
Moreover, the Extreme Right has modified its programmatic appeal considerably over the six decades since the end of World War II, thereby becoming more
palatable for members of the working class.
Perhaps the most radical interpretation of these programmatic changes was
developed by Herbert Kitschelt in a highly influential monograph (Kitschelt,
1995). Kitschelt argued that under conditions of economic globalisation, workers
outside the public sector would develop a taste for free market policies. At
the same time, they would remain authoritarian with respect to their sociocultural attitudes. According to Kitschelt, catering for these twin demands
was the electoral “winning formula” that fuelled the unprecedented successes of
the French National Front and the Austrian Freedom Party during the 1980s
and early 1990s. A similar argument was developed by Betz in his seminal
monograph (Betz, 1994). Figure 1, which slightly simplifies the presentation in
Kitschelt (1995), shows the respective policy positions of Social Democratic, old
style “Welfare Chauvinist” and more modern “Radical Right” parties.
In hindsight, however, the Extreme Right’s flirt with “neoliberalism” – presumably not a very serious affair in the first place – proved short-lived and
inconsequential (de Lange, 2007). Within a few years after the publication
of Kitschelt’s book, many Extreme Right parties had gone all the way from
vocal champions of neoliberalism to globalisation critics, and the allegedly out-
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dated “welfare chauvinist” strategy that campaigns for a strong but ethnically
exclusionary welfare state had gained a lot of currency in Far Right circles.
Consequentially, Betz (2003) has altoghether abandoned the idea that the Extreme Right does seriously pursue a “neo-liberal” agenda or has done so in the
past, while Kitschelt has modified his original ideas considerably (McGann and
Kitschelt, 2005).
Moreover, more recent research (Arzheimer, 2009b) demonstrates that there
is no working class demand for “neo-liberal” policies. Where both members of
the working class and the petty bourgeoisie support the Extreme Right, they
tend to disagree on economic policies and cast their vote because the salience
of economic issues is low (Ivarsflaten, 2005).
But even if the mid-1990s accounts by Betz and Kitschelt were wrong in
their diagnoses, they clearly identified a very important symptom: Since the
early 1980s, the Extreme Right has undergone a process of “proletarization and
(uneven) radicalisation” (Ignazi, 2003, 216). At least for the relatively successful
parties (e. g. the Austrian Freedom Party, the Norwegian Progress Party and the
French National Front), there is some evidence for a trend from electorates that
were heterogeneous or centred around a core of voters from the petty bourgeoisie
towards more working class-dominated constituencies (Beirich and Woods 2000;
Betz 2002; Bjørklund and Andersen 2002; Mayer 1998, 2002; Riedlsperger 1998;
Rydgren 2003; see Oesch 2008 for a comparative cross-sectional analysis of Austria, Belgium, France, Norway, and Switzerland).
This new pattern of class-voting in Western Europe is not based on longstanding party loyalties but rather on group- and policy-related attitudes: Public opinion data consistently shows that the Extreme Right vote is driven by
intense worries about immigrants and immigration6 that are most prevalent
amongst voters with low levels of educational attainment who are either unemployed or holding blue-collar jobs.7
While many authors frame these worries as “resentment” and interpret the
underlying policy dimension primarily in terms of “culture” and “identity”,
one should not ignore the fact that concerns about immigrants and immigration
have clear economic underpinnings: The vast majority of immigrants in Western
Europe are unskilled or semi-skilled workers. Obviously, members of the working
class are much more likely to perceive these persons as an economic threat than
middle class voters, who might actually benefit from the additional supply of
cheap labour.
On the whole, research since the mid-1990s suggests that patterns of party
competition and class voting have indeed changed, although in a way that is
quite different from Kitschelt’s original reading of the situation (see figure 2).
Instead of converging on the “Radical Right” strategy, parties of the Extreme
Right are looking for a (not very) “new winning formula” (de Lange, 2007)
and have incorporated elements of “welfare chauvinism” into their manifestos,
although to a varying degree. Social Democratic parties, on the other hand, have
cautiously moved to more economically centrist (and arguably more socially
liberal) positions in a bid to respond to the new challenges of the 21st century
6 These feelings are related to, but not identical with xenophobia and racism (Rydgren,
2008).
7 See e. g. van der Brug, Fennema and Tillie (2000) and Arzheimer (2009b) for reviews of
the importance of ideology and Arzheimer and Carter (2009) for the nexus between class and
attitudes.
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Figure 2: An updated perspective on Western European party systems
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Figure 3: The spacing of relevant Eurobarometer surveys in time and across
countries
and to become more attractive for middle-class voters (see Keman 2011 for a
comprehensive analysis that outlines the extent of this shift in 19 polities). This
programmatic change opened up additional space for the Extreme Right and
made it even easier for them to poach working class voters from the Centre Left.
That raises the question whether there is anything the Centre Left can do about
this development.
The remainder of this chapter is organised as follows. Section 2 gives a brief
overview of the data base and the statistical models and methods used for its
analysis. Section 3 presents a comparative longitudinal analysis of the “proletarisation” of the Western European Extreme Right Vote since 1980. Section
4 directly looks at the competition between Extreme Right and Centre Left
parties for the working class vote. Finally, section 5 briefly summarises the
findings.

2

Data, Model, Methods

The analyses presented in the following sections cover the member states of
the European Union (EU) as it existed before the Eastern enlargement rounds,
plus Norway. Survey data come from the Mannheim Eurobarometer Trend
File (Schmitt et al., 2009a,b), a partial cumulation of the bi-annual series of
Eurobarometer surveys that greatly facilitates cross-national and longitudinal
analyses. The temporal coverage of these data spans the whole period of the
Extreme Right’s electoral ascendancy during the 1980s and 1990s, as well as a
few years of the new millenium.
7

There are, however, a few gaps: Data for Austria, Finland, Sweden and
Norway are not available for the whole period. Moreover, surveys without any
supporters of the Extreme Right had to be excluded, which removed the United
Kingdom and the Republic of Ireland from the analysis.8 Figure 3 gives a
graphical overview of the spatial and temporal coverage.
Information on social class in the Eurobarometer series is effectively restricted to present occupation. To simplify the presentation, respondents were
coded as holding blue-collar jobs (“workers”), belonging to the petty bourgeoisie
(“farmers and owners”), holding any other occupation (“other”), being unemployed, or being retired.9
In order to model contextual effects on right-wing voting, the Eurobarometer
surveys were augmented with macro data. Information on unemployment rates
and unemployment benefits comes from the OECD (2002; 2003; 2004), while
data on new asylum applications – in the Western European context, a very
useful proxy for actual immigration figures – were taken from reports compiled
by the OECD and the Office of the United Nations High Commissioner for
Refugees (OECD, 1992; UNHCR, 2002).
Finally, the Comparative Manifesto Project database was used to construct
a series of five variables that capture the positions of mainstream parties with
respect to the issues of the Extreme Right, i.e. “internationalism”, “multiculturalism”, “national lifestyle”, and “law and order” (see Arzheimer and
Carter (2006); Arzheimer (2009a) for a more detailed discussion of the rationale
behind these measures). These variables pertain to the position of the respective
Social Democratic party, the most extreme position taken by any other mainstream party, the salience of these issues for the Social Democrats, the salience
for all other mainstream parties, and the variation in policy positions across all
other mainstream parties.10
To account for the hierarchical nature of the data (respondents are nested
within 336 survey waves that were conducted in 15 polities), binary logistic
multi-level models are specified. Because the Extreme Right is persistently
stronger in some countries (e. g. Belgium and France) than in others (say Spain
and Germany), stable unit (country) effects are represented by a series of dummies.11 These dummies are also required to control for changes in the national
composition of the sample over time. Specifying country effects leaves just two
levels of analysis: voters, and the particular contexts in which they were interviewed.
Even when controlling for unit effects and contextual information, it makes
sense to assume that people who are interviewed in the same survey wave are
subject to common random political shocks that affect their voting behaviour.
These shocks are modelled as draws from a Gaussian distribution with standard
deviation σu , which estimated from the data in addition to the usual parameters.
As a result of these shocks, respondents in the same context will give more
similar answers than one expect by chance alone. The intraclass correlation
8 The OECD does not provide Standardised Unemployment Rates for Luxembourg. Thus,
the country had to be excluded from the series of models presented in section 4.
9 Homemakers were coded according to the occupation of the householder, if available.
10 For the construction of the two latter variables, positions were weighted with the parties’
shares of the vote. In some cases, elections were contested by two or more parties codes as
Social Democratic by the CMP. See section 4 for details.
11 East and West Germany are treated as two separate polities.
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coefficient ρ which ranges from 0 to 1 is a measure for this similarity, with
values closer to unity indicating greater alikeness within a context.12
All models were estimated using the xtlogit procedure in Stata 11.2.
Checks indicate that the number of quadrature points used was sufficient to
guarantee stable estimates.

3

The Proletarisation of the Western European
Extreme Right Vote, 1980-2002

The idea of a “proletarisation” (Ignazi, 2003) of the Western European Extreme
Right features prominently in the literature, but very little comparative crosstemporal empirical evidence for this alleged development has been presented so
far. With the Eurobarometer Trend File, however, it is possible to trace the
purported trajectory of the Extreme Right’s electorate.
The left column (1) of table 1 shows the estimates from a simple sociodemographic multi-level model of Extreme Right voting in Western Europe.
The model is based on just under 255000 interviews.
As can be seen from the coefficients, being unemployed or belonging to the
working class or the petty bourgeoisie considerably increases the chances of an
extreme right vote, compared to the “other” category. Either factor increases
the logit of an Extreme Right vote by 0.4 to 0.5 points. Being retired, on the
other hand, does not make an appreciable difference.
The exact impact of this increase depends on the fixed country effects but is
roughly proportional to a 50 per cent change in the probability of the Extreme
Right vote. In Austria, for instance, members of the “other” group have an
estimated probability of just under 15 per cent of voting for the Freedom Party.
For workers, the estimated probability is almost 22 per cent.
The term proletarisation, however, implies change over time. In the right
column (2) of table 1, the membership indicator were interacted with an additional variable that represents the time (in months) at which the survey was
taken. In order to minimise collinearity, the variable was centred so that it
takes a value of zero for March 1991, which is the midpoint of the period under observation. Given the huge range of the time variable (see table 2), it is
not surprising that the estimated coefficients are very small. Nonetheless, the
picture that emerges is remarkably clear. The effect of being a pensioner is essentially stable, while the effect of being unemployed increases only very slightly
over time. The effect of being a member of the working class, on the other hand,
becomes considerably stronger with time, while the effect of belonging to the
petty bourgeoisie becomes weaker at roughly the same rate.
Taken together, these results show that the Extreme Right electorates indeed
underwent a process of proletarisation between 1980 and the early naughties.
Moreover, these findings cannot be ascribed to changes in the composition of the
sample (i.e. the accession of Greece, Spain and Portugal to the European Union
during the 1980s and the 1995 enlargement), because fixed country effects are
controlled for. Therefore, the interaction effects represent common trends across
all 15 polities. This constitutes the first truly comparative and longitudinal
12 ρ

equals the proportion of total variance contributed by σu .
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(1)
0.483∗∗∗
(0.0277)

(2)
0.441∗∗∗
(0.0307)

Farmer/Owner

0.438∗∗∗
(0.0347)

0.478∗∗∗
(0.0363)

Retired

0.0546
(0.0282)

0.0563
(0.0318)

Unemployed

0.555∗∗∗
(0.0410)

0.552∗∗∗
(0.0455)

Worker

Time

0.00593∗∗∗
(0.000666)

Worker × Time

0.00176∗∗∗
(0.000433)

Farmer/Owner × Time

-0.00207∗∗∗
(0.000512)

Retired × Time

-0.0000549
(0.000442)

Unemployed × Time

0.000120
(0.000665)
254726
0.621
0.105
336

Observations
σu
ρ
Groups

254726
0.720
0.136
336

Fixed country effects omitted
t statistics in parentheses
∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01, ∗∗∗ p < 0.001

Table 1: Sociodemographic factors and the extreme right vote, 1980-2002/3
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XR vote
Worker
Farmer/Owner
Retired
Unemployed
Time
AT
BE
DE-E
DE-W
DK
ES
FI
FR
GR
IT
LU
NL
NO
PT
SE
N

min
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
-131.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
254726

p25
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
-36.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

mean
0.04
0.18
0.10
0.22
0.06
10.22
0.03
0.07
0.06
0.14
0.14
0.03
0.03
0.11
0.06
0.12
0.01
0.13
0.03
0.02
0.02

p75
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
56.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

max
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
130.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

Table 2: Sociodemographic model: summary statistics
evidence for a general proletarisation of the Extreme Right vote in Western
Europe.
But how important are these trends in substantive terms (i.e. votes and
seats)? Again, the exact size is context-dependent and most easily illustrated by
calculating estimates for an arbitrary country. The estimated vote share of the
Danish Extreme Right amongst workers in 1980, for instance, was just under two
per cent, while the respective figure for members of the Danish petty bourgeoisie
was about three per cent. In 2002, the estimate for the petty bourgeoisie was
eight per cent, while the figure for the working class has risen to almost 13
per cent. Although the Extreme Right has made considerable inroads into both
groups, the ratio of the respective propensities to vote for the Extreme Right has
been reversed. Therefore, it makes indeed sense to talk about a proletarisation
of the Extreme Right vote. This trend is further amplified by the fact that the
petty bourgeoisie is shrinking even faster than the working class.
One should, however, not throw out the baby with the bath water: Precisely
because the working class is in decline, there is a natural limit to this process.
Moreover, while social class has obviously lost some of its previous importance
(Clark, Lipset and Rempel, 1993; Nieuwbeerta and Graaf, 2001), its effect on
the probability of voting for the traditional left has by no means disappeared
completely (Evans, 2001). Thus, the next section section will look specifically
at the competition between Extreme Right and Social Democratic parties over
the working class vote.
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Figure 4: Ideological movement of Social Democratic parties over time

4

Left or (Extreme) Right?
The Western
European Working Class Vote, 1980-2002

In their recent analysis of Social Democratic reactions to the rise of the Extreme Right, Bale et al. (2010) have usefully identified three elements of this
challenge, and three strategies available to the Centre Left: The presence of
Extreme Right parties will heighten the salience of “right” issues in general, can
increase the number of potential coalition partners for the Centre Right, and
may lure working class voters away from the left. Social democratic parties can
respond by holding on to their traditional relatively tolerant position towards
immigrants, by trying to “defuse” the immigration issue, or by shifting their
position (Bale et al., 2010, 412).
As Bale et al. (2010, 413-414) point out, the effectiveness of the “defuse”
strategy is very limited, making the first strategy the default, as Social Democratic party elites are normally committed to values of tolerance and international solidarity. Therefore, they will find it difficult to abandon their support
for relatively liberal immigration policies to avoid political losses. Such normative convictions seriously restrain the Centre Left’s room for manoeuvre.
Nonetheless, the qualitative analysis of developments in Austria, Denmark,
the Netherlands and Norway by Bale et al. shows that Social Democratic parties
have sometimes modified their positions on the immigration dimension (see
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Bale et al., 2010, 421 for an overview). A quantitative analysis (see figure
4) of the CMP-Data provides further evidence for such programmatic shifts:
Although there is considerable national variation, Social Democratic parties in
many countries including Germany, Denmark, Finland, France, Italy, and the
Netherlands have taken consistently tougher stands on issues of migration and
national identity over the years.
But how do working class voters respond to this repositioning of the Centre
Left? The left column (1) in table 4 gives the estimates for the coefficients
of a very simple baseline model. The sample is restricted to working-class respondents who intend to vote either for a Social Democratic party (0) or and
Extreme Right party (1). The model features a single sociodemographic control
to account for the well-known gender gap, and a linear (in the logits) trend
factor. Like the models in the previous section, the model also contains fixed
country effects to account for stable differences between polities. Estimates for
these effects (not tabulated) are very low in countries as diverse as Germany
(-3.3), Spain (-6.3), Finland (-4), Luxembourg (-4.6), Portugal (-5.7), or Sweden
(-5.2), which implies that in these countries, the odds of a Social Democratic
vote are between 27 (exp(3.3)) and 545 (exp(6.3)) times higher than the odds
of an Extreme Right vote.
There is, however, a set of countries including Austria (-1.7), Belgium (-2),
Denmark (-2.2), France (-2.4), and particularly Italy (-.65), where the odds of
an Extreme Right vote are much higher in comparison. While the result for
Italy might be due to the fact that the AN as the largest relevant party in the
country has become relatively moderate since the 1990s, the findings for the
other countries are striking: Across the board, a Social Democratic vote is only
between 5.5 and 11 times more likely than an Extreme Right vote in this core
constituency of the Centre Left.
Moreover, the trend factor indicates that the odds of an Extreme Right
vote have risen considerably over time: If one is prepared to take the model
estimates at face value, the odds of a working class respondent voting for the
Extreme Right increases by a factor of almost 13 (exp(0.0098 × 261)) between
the first and the last survey wave. Even if one takes potential deficiencies of the
data and model specification into account, this clearly demonstrates that Social
Democratic parties are losing support amongst working class voters.
While this is certainly an interesting finding in itself, time is chiefly used as
a control in a second series of models (columns (2) and (3)) that build on Arzheimer’s (2009a) contextual model of Extreme Right voting.13 This amended
model allows for a direct test of the viability of two of the strategies outlined
by Bale et al. as well as for an indirect test of the third.
Since some elections were contested by two or more parties that were classified as Social Democratic by the CMP, Social Democratic ideology was operationalised in two variants: “Toughness” refers either to the most right-leaning
party (column (2)) or to the average of all Social Democratic party positions,
weighted by the respective party’s share of the vote (column (3)).14 However,
13 To ease the estimation and interpretation, a number of interaction effects and relatively
stable macro variables were dropped. Moreover, all attitudinal and most socio-demographic
variables were dropped, since they do not vary much in this subset of working class voters.
The findings for many variables are somewhat different from those reported in Arzheimer
(2009a) because they apply to a more limited choice set and a subsample of the original data.
14 The salience variable was always constructed as an weighted average over all Social Demo-

13

Male

Time

(1)
0.445∗∗∗
(0.0515)

(2)
0.449∗∗∗
(0.0517)

(3)
0.448∗∗∗
(0.0517)

0.00982∗∗∗
(0.000874)

0.00692∗∗∗
(0.00121)

0.00651∗∗∗
(0.00127)

Toughness (max SD)

0.0327
(0.0270)

Toughness (mean SD)

0.0296
(0.0309)

Ideology Salience (SD)

-0.0437
(0.0257)

-0.0383
(0.0247)

Toughness (other)

-0.00246
(0.0255)

0.00360
(0.0242)

Ideological Variance (other)

-0.0131∗∗
(0.00437)

-0.0137∗∗
(0.00429)

Ideology Salience (other)

0.119∗∗∗
(0.0291)

0.116∗∗∗
(0.0288)

New Asylum Applications

0.0386
(0.0667)

0.0326
(0.0663)

Unemployment

0.0999∗∗
(0.0374)

0.106∗∗
(0.0388)

Replacement Rate

0.0515∗∗∗
(0.0138)
19663
0.645
0.112
327

0.0520∗∗∗
(0.0138)
19663
0.646
0.113
327

Observations
σu
ρ
Groups

19858
0.733
0.140
336

Fixed country effects omitted
t statistics in parentheses
∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01, ∗∗∗ p < 0.001

Table 3: Full model: XR vs. Social Democratic vote amongst working class
respondents
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the way Social Democratic ideology is measured makes virtually no difference.
According to this second set of estimates, the trend towards more Extreme
Right voting is slightly less pronounced15 once the additional contextual variables are taken into consideration. Nonetheless, given its wide range time still
has the strongest effect amongst all covariates.
The level of welfare state protection as measured by the OECD’s standardised wage replacement rate for the unemployed also has a strong positive effect
on the probability of an Extreme Right vote. Raising the standards from the
first to the third quartile of its empirical distribution (see table 4) will almost
quadruple the odds of a right-wing vote. Given the Extreme Right’s rediscovery
of centre-left leaning policies, this could be interpreted as a result of “welfare
chauvinism” and (perceived) ethnic competition (Bélanger and Pinard, 1991)
over a resource that is still plentiful. However, an alternative explanation is at
least as plausible: Only if the welfare state is seen as safe and can be taken for
granted, workers will turn from Social Democratic parties towards the Extreme
Right.
Another factor that has a strong effect on the electoral prospects of the Extreme Right is the salience of their issues for other parties (excluding the Social
Democrats). The more statements other parties make on questions of immigration, national identity and the like, the better the Extreme Right does in the
polls, irrespective of the direction of these statements. Since objective factors
such as unemployment and new asylum applications (which have weak or insignificant effects) are statistically controlled for, this finding can be interpreted
as evidence for an agenda setting effect (Arzheimer, 2009a).
Ideological variation in the manifestos of other parties has a moderate negative effect on right-wing voting, whereas ideological “toughness” (i.e. attempts
by mainstream parties to steal the immigration issue) does not shift the balance
between the Extreme Right and the Social Democrats.
Taken together, the effects of salience and ideological variation indicate that
a strategy of issue diffusion could be viable in principle, if (and only if, as the
Social Democrats can hardly shape political discourse singlehandedly) the other
mainstream parties co-operate.
While this test of the “defuse” strategy might be somewhat indirect, the
efficiency of the “hold” and “adopt” strategies can be more readily assessed by
looking at the estimates for the “toughness” and salience variables that refer to
Social Democratic parties. Neither of them has a significant effect on the odds
of voting for the Extreme Right. Put differently, in this core constituency of the
Centre Left, it does not make a difference whether the Social Democrats stick
to their traditional positions on immigration or whether they try to toughen up
their policies. Either way, their fortunes vis-a-vis the Extreme Right are largely
determined by external factors and an overall negative trend.
The null effect of salience provides an interesting correlate. This variable
takes a value of zero if Social Democrats completely ignore the issues of the
Extreme Right, which is equivalent to a very radical “defuse” strategy, whereas
positive values represent attempts to engage with the issue by making affirmative
and/or critical statements. The insignificance of the coefficient provides further
evidence for the assertion that a “defuse” strategy is only viable if pursued in
cratic party positions in the respective election (if applicable).
15 The estimated factor change in the odds is exp(0.007 × 261) = 6.
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XR vote
Male
Time
Toughness (max SD)
Toughness (mean SD)
Ideology Salience (SD)
Toughness (other)
Ideological Variance (other)
Ideology Salience (other)
New Asylum Applications
Unemployment
Replacement Rate
AT
BE
DE-E
DE-W
DK
ES
FI
FR
GR
IT
LU
NL
NO
PT
SE
N

min
0.00
0.00
-131.00
-11.71
-11.71
0.00
-4.54
0.00
0.50
-0.98
-4.91
-31.62
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
19663

p25
0.00
0.00
-47.00
-2.01
-2.37
3.45
0.59
1.87
5.08
-0.61
-1.31
-4.19
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

mean
0.12
0.60
1.99
-0.12
-1.02
6.83
4.84
17.18
8.95
0.16
0.35
4.07
0.05
0.06
0.06
0.19
0.17
0.03
0.02
0.12
0.04
0.05
0.00
0.10
0.05
0.04
0.01

p75
0.00
1.00
55.00
1.51
1.12
9.19
7.92
16.50
12.41
0.58
1.69
18.48
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

Table 4: Full model: summary statistics
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max
1.00
1.00
130.00
13.68
7.45
16.08
27.54
244.60
31.25
4.46
12.29
32.96
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
0.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

concert.

5

Conclusion

After World War II, parties and movements of the Extreme Right were most
closely associated with the petty bourgeoisie. Over the last three decades, however, the propensity of workers to vote for the Extreme Right has risen significantly. This “proletarisation” is the result of the interplay between a longterm dealignment process and increasing worries amongst the European working
classes about the immigration of cheap labour. As a result, Western European
Centre Left parties may find themselves squeezed between the New Right on
the one hand and the New Left on the other.
The analyses in the previous section have shown that there is no obvious
strategy for dealing with this dilemma. Staying put will not win working class
defectors back. Toughening up immigration policies is unpalatable for many
party members, does not seem to make Social Democrats more attractive for
working class voters, and might eventually alienate other social groups.
That leaves what Bale et al. have called the “defuse” option, i.e. efforts
to downgrade the immigration issue. In democracies, however, a single party
can not normally sustain control over the political agenda. Any attempt to depoliticise immigration would therefore require some sort of agreement amongst
mainstream parties. Given that Centre Right (Bale, 2003) and (for completely
opposite reasons) even New Left parties might have a strategic interest to keep
the debate on immigration alive, this is not a very likely outcome. In all probability, the working class parties “of a new type” will keep poaching voters from
the Social Democrats.
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